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Abstract ii

Abstract

The reflectance of thin films of magnesium doped SrRu03(Mg-SR0) produced by

pulsed laser deposition on SrTiOa (100) substrates has been measured at room tem-

perature between 100 and 7500 cm~^. The films were chosen to have wide range of

thickness, stoichiometry and electrical properties. As the films were very thin (less

than 300 nm), and some were insulating the reflectance data shows structures due to

both the film and the substrate. Hence, the data was analyzed using Kramers-Kronig

constrained variational fitting (VDF) method to extract the real optical conductivity

of the Mg-SRO films. Although the VDF technique is flexible enough to fit all fea-

tures of the reflectance spectra, it seems that VDF could not eliminate the substrate's

contribution from fllm conductivity results. Also the comparison of the two differ-

ent programs implementing VDF fltting shows that this technique has a uniqueness

problem.

The optical properties are discussed in light of the measured structural and trans-

port properties of the fllms which vary with preparation conditions and can be corre-

lated with differences in stoichiometry. This investigation was aimed at checking the

VDF technique and also getting answer to the question whether Mg^"*" substitutes in

to Ru or Sr site. Analysis of our data suggests that Mg^+ goes to Ru site.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

One of purposes of performing optical spectroscopy in a given material is to determine

its complex dielectric function ^(a;) = ei{uj) + i£2{uj) (or, equivalently, the complex

optical conductivity) in the largest possible photon energy range. The dielectric

function will, then, give information about the electronic structure of the material,

of other excitations occurring in the material, and possibly the mechanism driving

transitions to states such as superconductivity or magnetism. It is based on the

interaction of an external field with the electric dipole moment of the sample.

The first goal of this thesis is to check the technique of finding dielectric function

€{uj) or optical conductivity a{uj) by fitting reflectance spectra using KK-constrained

variational dielectric fitting (so-called VDF) method which was proposed by A. Kuz-

menko [1]. In principle this technique allows extraction of cr{u) from reflectance data

of very thin films where both substrate and film produce structure in the spectrum.

A program was written to implement VDF fitting for both single crystals and thin

films.

The second goal of the thesis is to use VDF fitting to determine cri (u) in Mg-doped

SrRuOa thin films. It is desirable to explore the Sri_a;Mga;+yRui_y03_5 (Mg-SRO)

system to further the understanding of doped SrRuOa (SRO). Previous uncertainty

in chemical analysis leaves open the possibility that Mg is substituting into both Sr
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Figure 1.1: Infrared-reflectivity data and Lorentzian fits for bulk Cdi_a;Zna;Te. The

primary CdTe- and ZnTe- like peaks are indicated. Arrows mark some of

the additional small peaks or shoulders that are related to dopants [11].

and Ru sites. IR spectroscopy can probe site substitution via splitting of vibration

modes in optical spectra.

Previous work on the optical reflectance of doped materials report that dopants

create additional structures on or near the material's primary peaks (see figure 1.1).

For example, when Zn is doped into CdTe in Cdi_a;Zna;Te, the primary ZnTe-like

peak starts as a shoulder near 175 cm~^ for x = 0.01 and grows to prominence as x

increases.

SrRuOs (SRO) is a pseudocubic perovskite and an itinerant ferromagnet with a
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Curie temperature of ~ 160 K [2, 3]. Most reports on bulk materials indicate that it is

orthorhombic with lattice parameters of a = 5.557 A, b = 5.53 Aand c = 7.856 A [4];

however, there are also reports of different phases, particularly, a tetragonal phase

with lattice parameters of a = b = 5.62 Aand c = 7.81 A[5].

SRO is one of the highly conductive metallic oxides. Transport analysis shows

metallic behavior up to 1000 K in spite of a very short coherence length of 10 Aat

room temperature [6]. It also has good thermal conductivity and stability and high

resistance to chemical corrosion [7].

Recently, epitaxial thin films of SrRuOa have been widely studied because of its

important electrical and magnetic properties, such as high remnant magnetization

and large magneto-optical constant [8] which make this material very useful for mak-

ing various electronic and optic devices. Furthermore, because of its high metallic

conductivity and chemical stability it is of potential use in microelectronic applica-

tions.

Another remarkable property of this material is the effect of Sr or Ru site substitu-

tion. The different behavior in transport as well as in magnetic measurements reveals

a clear separate mechanism responsible for the properties observed. The following

previous research has been done on perturbation of SrRuOs :

Sri_a;Ca2;Ru03 Ferromagnetism persists with up to 65% substitution of Ca^+ for

Sr^"^. Also it remains metallic over the whole range of x [9].

SrRui_a;Tia;03 Ferromagnetism destroyed with a bit over 20% substitution of Ti"^^

for Ru^"*" and it becomes insulator at low temperatures for large values of Ti

substitution [9].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

SrRui_a;Mg2;03(polycrystalline) Mg substitution the Ru site causes ferromag-

netism with insulating transport properties. As long as the amount of Mg

is less than x = 0.15, there is no significant variation in structure compared to

SrRuOs [10].

We present our thesis in three major chapters. Chapter 2 will discussed the princi-

ples of Drude-Lorentz (DL) model, a widely used model for describing the response of

the optical media to an electromagnetic wave, and also the base of the VDF method,

which is explained in chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the experimental method of

reflectance spectroscopy. Studying and analyzing the measured reflectance of the thin

films in order to check the VDF technique and also understand the vibrational modes

of Mg-SRO films make up chapter 5. i
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Chapter 2

Optical Properties of Soilds

2.1 Interaction of Light with an Optical Medium

The classical model of light propagation was explained by using MgixweU's theory of

electromagnetic waves and the introduction of the concept of the dipole oscillator.

In the dipole oscillator model [12] there are three major types of oscillators within a

medium, each with their own characteristic resonant frequencies.

• Atomic Oscillators: At optical frequencies the most important contribution

is from bound electrons within the atoms. The idea is to consider atoms as

oscillating dipoles. It is assumed that the electron is held in a stable orbit

with respect to the nucleus with a spring which represents the restoring force

for small displacements from the equilibrium. The negatively charged electron

cloud and the positively charged nucleus form an electric dipole with a mag-

nitude proportional to their separation. Figure 2.1 is illustrates schematically

the dipole oscillator model. There are several dipoles within every atom, so a

given atom has many transition frequencies. The natural resonant frequency

uq of the atomic dipole is determined by their mass and the magnitude of the
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Chapter 2. Optical Properties of Soilds

restoring force experienced for small displacement from following formula.

u;o = a/^ ^

"
(2.1)

where /x is reduced mass and Ks is spring constant.

Figure 2.1: Classical model of the bound electrons in an atom {after [12]}.

i

Once the AC electric field is applied, it exerts forces on the electrons and nucleus,

which are very small compared to the binding forces that hold the electrons to

the nucleus, and drives oscillations of the system at frequency cu. If a; coin-

cides with one the natural frequencies of the atom, then there is a resonance

phenomenon. It means very large amplitude oscillations with transferring en-

ergy from the external wave to the atom. Hence the atom absorbs energy from

the light wave if ct; = loq- Once the atom has been excited, it can return to the

ground state either by a series of transitions (in which case the absorbed photon

energy is converted to heat) or by re-radiating photons in all direction, which

are incoherent with each other. This implies the reduction of the energy flow

in the beam direction, in other words absorption. If to does not match up with

with any of the natural resonant frequencies, then the atoms will not absorb,

and the medium will be transparent and the wave will propagate with smaller
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velocity compared to free space.

Vibrational Oscillators: In ionic optical media, the atoms are positively and

negatively charged, and can vibrate about their equilibrium separation. These

vibrations produce an oscillating electrical dipole which will radiate electromag-

netic waves at the resonant frequencies. Alternatively, the molecule will interact

with the electric field of a light wave through the forces exerted on the charged

atoms. . c V ' ;-•

Figure 2.2: Classical model of a polar molecule, in which the spring represents the

molecular bond between oppositely charged atoms {after [12]}.

Figure 2.2 shows a schematic illustration of a classical polar molecule. A polar

molecule is one in which the electron charge cloud that forms the bond sits

closer to one of the atoms than to the other. Since reduced mass is larger in

comparison with atomic oscillators, so molecular vibration will occur at lower

frequencies. In a crystal solid formed from the condensation of polar molecules

the atoms are arranged in an alternating sequence of positive and negative ions.

The dipole oscillations are associated with lattice vibrations, and they occur

at frequencies in the infrared spectral region in which one can see the strong
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Chapter 2. Optical Properties of Soilds

absorption lines in the spectra.

• Free electron Response: The electronic and vibrational dipoles considered

above are both examples of bound oscillators. Metal and doped semiconductors,

by contrast, contain significant numbers of free electrons which do not experi-

ence any restoring forces when they are displaced. One can model as Lorentz

oscillator with loq = 0. This type of oscillator is responsible for the principal

optical properties of metals.

The simplest microscopical model to describe the response of the optical medium

to an electromagnetic field (E) is the Drude-Lorentz model. This model is a system

of harmonic oscillators coupled via electrostatic dipole-dipole interactions.

2.2 Drude-Lorentz Model
^

In this model [13] we consider an electron (of mass m and charge e) bound to the

nucleus in a similar way a small mass can be bound to a large one. In solids, oscil-

lating dipoles can lose their energy by interaction with the phonons which have been

thermally excited in the crystal. Thus we model the electronic dipoles as damped

harmonic oscillators. On the other hand, the electric field of the light wave induces

forced oscillations of the atomic dipole through the driving forces exerted on the

electrons. With all of these considerations, the equation of motion for an electron is

mr -I- 77171" + mulr = —eE (2.2)

where 7 is the damping rate, and E is Eioc
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Fourier transforming this differential equation gives i s-jj- <i ; lo ;.

mr{u) {-u'^ - iu^ + ul) = -eE{uj)
'

(2.3)

Thus

eE{Lu)
r(-) = ^./^T. ..... (2.4)

The displacement of the electrons from their equilibrium position produces a time

varying dipole moment P(t), the magnitude of the dipole moment per electron is

given by
^ , ^

P{t) = -er{t) (2.5)

This gives a resonant contribution to the macroscopic polarization (dipole moment

per unit volume) of the medium. If A'' is the number of atoms per unit volume then

N^ 1_PH = —ITT-TT—2-T-—tEH (2.6)

The electric displacement D of the medium is related to the electric field E and

polarization P through:

D = eoE + P (2.7)

On the other hand, the dielectric function is defined through the relation:

D-eE (2.8)

then by combining eqns 2.6-2.8 we obtain

e{u) = 1 + -^ ^ . (2.9)

where u)^ is plasma frequency, which is defined as

ul = 2.10
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A plane wave of electromagnetic radiation propagating in a sample is both ab-

sorbed and shifted in phase. Thus the response of the crystal to an optical probe is

a complex function. Taking the real and imaginary parts of equation 2.9, we get

^iH = 1 + , 2 L ^ 2 2
(2-11)

^2M = 7^ \.^^ 2 2
(2-12)

Prom Maxwell equations, the relation between the complex conductivity and the

complex dielectric constant is defined as

47rz
e(uj) = 1 + a{uj) (2.13)

u
i> ,,. .

,
,

Using equation 2.13 the optical conductivity in this model is found to be:

era; =/v-2 K- 2.14

with its real and imaginary parts are as follows:

^1 ('^) = / T-2 2^2 , 2 2
(2-15)

cJp a;(a;o — o;^)

47r (cJq — a;2)2 + u'^^'^
-^(-)=-^ .ri:. '.... (2-16)

Furthermore, the refractive index of a medium is related to its dielectric function

£{uj) by the standard result derived from Maxwell's equations :

N = ^/i (2.17)
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Chapter 2. Optical Properties of Soilds 11

Since e is complex, then N is complex too, N = n-\-iK,. By analogy with equation

2.17, it shows that their real and imaginary parts are related to each other through:

£^=n'^-^'^ (2.18)

62 = 2nK (2.19)

and

n = ^(e, + {ei + el)-=y (2.20)

_, ,„, «=^ (-£! + (£? + £2)^)' (2.21)

The reflectivity depends on both n and k and is given by

R = N-1
A^ + 1

(n - 1)^ + K.''

{n + 1)2 + k2
(2.22)

Free electrons are not bound and the correspondent optical conductivity is ob-

tained by setting luq = 0. This gives rise to the well known Drude model often used

to describe the low frequency response of metals.

To analyze experimental data, one usually takes the sum model dielectric function

which is the combination of one Drude peak and various Lorentz oscillators:

siu;)= soc - -r^-T +E , 2 il • (2-23)

where the additional parameter e^o is introduced, which is the contribution of oscil-

lators where ljqj ^ a;, the frequency range of interest.
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Chapter 2. Optical Properties of Soilds 12

2.3 Frequency Dependence of Drude-Lorentz

Model

The interaction of an electronic system with the electromagnetic field leads to an

absorption process. In the sum model each absorption process is considered to be a

Lorentz oscillator. A Lorentz oscillator is described by three parameters:

1. Resonance frequency cjj . ^ .
. ,

.

2. Damping frequency 7j

3. Plasma frequency Upj

The damping frequency is a measure of how easily the Lorentz oscillator transfers

energy to its environment and plasma frequency is a parameter related to the strength

of the coupling of the oscillator to the external electromagnetic radiation.

2.3.1 Lorentz Model with a single Oscillator {sqq ^ 1)

For the Lorentz model four regimes with distinctively different spectral characteristics

are of importance: a low frequency range at which the material does not absorb, the

spectral range close to the center frequency luq at which electrons are excited and thus

absorption dominate, a range of high reflectivity for Uo < uj < cOp, and the transparent

regime for large frequencies u > Up [13].

Low frequency range: At frequencies cj < (cjq — 7), the light is not reflected, but

it is transmitted with almost no attenuation. In this region /t ~ 0, thus the
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Chapter 2. Optical Properties of Soilds 13

relation between absorption coefficient a and k, ( equation 2.24) implies that

there is also no absorbtion at low frequencies.

a = . (2.24)
c ,

Also, as it displayed in panel (b) of figure 2.3, at low frequency range, one can

approximate ei with:

^i(^) ~^st = ^oo + -| (2.25)
UJq

Absorption range: The vicinity of the oscillator frequency loq is characterized by

strong absorption due to the large conductivity ai . The width of the absorption

range is characterized by the damping rate 7, it is the full width at half of the

conductivity maximum. Two extrema of £1 happen at uJextr — cJq di ^. As

displayed in the figure 2.3, the optical conductivity exhibit strong changes in

this region. -
.,

Reflection range: The third frequency range is (cjq + 7) < to < tOp. This re-

gion is characterized by a high and almost frequency independent reflectivity.

As shown in panel (a) of figure 2.3, at the oscillator frequency uq and at the

plasma frequency ujp the curvature of the reflectivity changes. In this region,

conductivity drops as

7=^

ai{uj) oc -^ (2.26)
to

a2(u) oc - (2.27)
UJ

Also one can approximate dielectric function with these

£i{uj) « £00-^ (2.28)
a;2

7^p
e2{uj) ^ ^ (2.29)

UJ
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Chapter 2. Optical Properties of Soilds 15

Transparent range: At frequencies above cjp, transmission is again important.

Same as low frequency range, since k, is small, the reflectivity is dominated by

the behavior of n{uj).

.,, R . Jl^.-^ (2.31)

At high frequencies u ^ ujp ^ £\{^) approaches £:oo, thus reflectivity drops to

zero, and the material becomes transparent.

2.3.2 Drude Model

For Drude model, three different regimes can be distinguished in the spectra, that

each of them have a characteristic optical response different from each other [13].

Hagen-Rubens regime: This region is defined by condition a; ^ 7. In this region

the optical properties are mainly determined by the dc conductivity which is

defined as:

' (Jdc = ai(uj = 0) = -^ (2.32)

As can seen in panel (c) of figure 2.4, in this region ai{u) ^ (T2{uj):

^ ' '

'
ai{uj)^adc (2.33)

a2iuj)^adc- (2.34)

For a; -C 7, dielectric function approaches:

ei(a;)^£oo--| (2.35)
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a;?

£^(uj)^ _£-
'

(2.36)
'yuj

For the refractive index both components are equal

n{uj) = k{uj)

The reflectivity R can now be written as

1
/ o

dc
2 / 27rcr.- ^ 2

a;
> 1 (2.37)

1

Relaxation regime: For the frequencies which lie in the intermediate spectral

range between the scattering rate 7 and the plasma frequency tOp , the real

optical conductivity can be approximated to

2

^i(^)"2J (2.39)

u^

While

£,{uj)^-^ (2.40)

In this regime the reflectivity becomes frequency independent, and it can be

written as

R{u) ^1-^ (2.41)
UJp

Transparent regime: The reflectivity of a metal drops significantly at the plasma

frequency, and above ujp the material becomes transparent. In this region,

optical conductivity approaches

ai{Lj)(xu~^ (2.42)

0-2(0;) oc uj~'^ (2.43)
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For to < Up, the extinction k is approximately ||£:i|, while for frequencies uj >

Up, it vanishes. Consequently the absorption coefficient a undergoes a sudden

decrease near ujp, and hence the medium becomes transparent.

2.4 Kramers-Kronig Relations

The physical basis of the Kramers-Kronig relations is the principle of causality. The

cause in optical phenomena is the incident electromagnetic wave, and the effect is the

response of the crystal, associated with the motion of electrons and nuclei. Due to

causality the real part of the dielectric function ei (u) is connected to its imaginary

part £2{(ji>) by Kramers-Kronig relations [14], which are:

u and u' are real and independent values of the angular frequency.

The Kramers-Kronig relations are non-local in frequency: the real (imaginary)

component of response at a certain frequency u is related to the behavior of the

imaginary (real) part over the entire frequency range, although the influence of the

contributions diminishes as (cj'^ — u'^) for larger and larger frequency differences.

This global behavior leads to certain difficulties when these relations are used to

analyze experimental results which cover only a finite range of frequencies. Certain

qualitative statements can, however, be made, in particular when one or the other

component of the response function displays a strong frequency dependence near

certain frequencies. The KK relations can be used to extract the complex dielectric
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function from reflectance data [15] taken a single material. On the other hand, we can

not use these relations for thin films because of contribution of substrate on overall

reflectivity spectra.
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Chapter 3

Basics of Optical Data Fitting

The calculations were based on the assumption that the measured optical reflectivity

can be expressed in terms of the complex frequency dependent dielectric function as

iiOKIf.,
e{uj) = £i{ijj) +i£2{uj)

The normal-incident reflectivity for single crystal depends on the dielectric func-

tion via formulae 2.18-2.22.

Determining the optical properties of a film deposited on a substrate requires the

knowledge of the properties of the substrate. For film-substrate system, the normal-

incident reflectivity can be derived from following formulae [13]:

R =

where '"

,2„ 2

1 + t^rfTf,
(3.1)

"'\i^ '-'

Vfs = (3.3)
w£f -r y/£s

t = exp{i—y/efd) (3.4)
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Es and Ef are the dielectric function of the substrate and the film, respectively and

d is the film thickness, eg was taken from literature data [24] . We desire to obtain £f

which will be a non-linear function of several parameters.

3.1 Non-Linear Modeling

Suppose, the model to be fitted is

y-= f{x]d)

which depends nonlinearly on the set of M unknown parameters a/t, k = 1, 2, ..., M.

And the x^ merit function is defined as

i t'_<' . N

x\s) = Y,
yi - f{xi\a)

t2

(3.5)

where (Ji is the experimental uncertainty of yi. The best-fit parameters are derived

by minimization of x^-

3.1.1 Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) is the most popular curve-fitting algo-

rithm that provides a numerical solution to the problem that is called Nonlinear Least

Squares Minimization [16].

LMA can be thought of as a combination of steepest descent and the Gauss-

Newton method. When the current solution is far from the correct one, the algorithm

behaves like a steepest descent method: slow, but guaranteed to converge. When the

current solution is close to the correct solution, it becomes a Gauss-Newton method.
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Suppose, the current parameter values are a^. To improve the fit, we can shift the

parameters by amount of 6ak

ttk -^ ak-\- 5ak (3.6)

In 'steepest descent' (or 'gradient descent') method the increments Sak is deter-

mined from '-' ' '
' -

5ak = constant y. j3k
-'

(3.7)

where (3k is the minus-gradient of x^ with respect to the parameters afc :

_ Idx^ ^ Vi- f{xi;a)df{xi',a)

In 'Gauss-Newton method', finding a minimum is done by means of searching for

a zero of the gradient of the function. Newton's method is very good in the final

stage of the iteration, where a^ is close to optimum ones a. Prom Taylor expansion

near the current point a^; where D = V^x^(^fc)

X^(a) = x^(afc) + (a - ttfc) • Vx^(afc) + -{a -ak)''D-{a- ak) (3.9)

so

Vx'(a) = Vx'(afc) + D • (a - a^) (3.10)

Gauss-Newton method simply involves setting Vx^(a) to zero so that the required

step becomes

a - afc
- -D-i

. Vx'(afc) (3.11)

By defining matrix [a] = | D,

M 1 aV
2 dakdai
N

2^ ^2
i=l ""i

df{xi;a)df{xi-a) d^f(xua)

oak oai oaidak
(3.12)
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the equation 3.11 can be rewritten as the set of hnear equations:

M
Y^aki5ai=(3k (3.13)

In the context of least-squares, the matrix [a] is called the curvature matrix.

The term multiplying the second derivative in equation 3.12 is [yi
— f{xi;a)]. For a

successful model, this term should be the random measurement error of each point.

This error can have either sign, and in general it should be uncorrelated with the

model. Therefore, the second derivative terms tend to cancel out when summed over

i. So instead of equation 3.12, one can define the [a] simply as

N

2^ ^2

dy{xi]a)dy{xi\a)

dak dai
(3.14)

It is obvious that in equation 3.7, the proportionality constant between /3k and

5ak has the dimension of a^. To eliminate the dimension, the constant is normalized

by 1/akk (the reciprocal of the diagonal element of [a] ).

constant
dak = Pk (3.15)

o^kk

Note that the 6ak might be too big, so to avoid this problem, the constant is

divided by some nondimensional factor A, with the possibility of setting A ::^ 1 to cut

down the step. So 3.15 can be replaced by

Sak = -r^Pk (3.16)
Aojfcfc

Marquardt's insight provides elegant way to combine equations 3.16 and 3.13. By

defining a new matrix a' as

^^^ V ^ a^ = a^^(l + A) (3.17)
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O^'jk = Oijk U 7^ k)

and then replace both 3.13 and 3.16 by

M

^iHiA
(3.18)

i«i

For large A, the diagonal components of [a'] become dominant, so equation 3.18

goes over to 3.16. Also when A gets small and approaches zero as a limit, equation

3.18 goes over to 3.13.

The well-known LM algorithm is shown as a block diagram in figure 3.1.

Stait

Guess mitial

paiaineters

ai.....,aM

Compute

fha)

Pick a modest

value of A,

(say/-=0.001)

End
\'ES NO Compute

Hessian a*; and

giadient p^t

a -^ a+ Sa
A--* 10 a,

Solve tlie linear

equation (1.11)

iox Sa

NO

/v-^O.lA YES Evaluate

y^ia+ Set)

Figure 3.1: The block diagram of Levenberg-Marquardt technique

The minimization process is iterative. Given an initial guess for the set of fitted

parameters a, one starts process with a small value of A (e.g., 0.001). At every

successful iteration, xLu; < xlurrent^ ^ is reduced by a factor of 10, moving towards
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the inverse Hessian regime. Otherwise it retreats to the steepest descent regime by

being increased by a factor of 10. When the so-called stop criteria are satisfied, the

fitting process stops. , ,t , , ., .

The stop condition is necessary to avoid an endless iteration cycle. Iterating to

convergence (to machine accuracy or to the roundoff limit) is generally wasteful and

unnecessary since the minimum is at best only a statistical estimate of the parameters

a. So one of the good criteria is putting a condition on amount of changing x^, means

when the absolute reduction of the x^ during the last few (e.g., four) iterations does

not exceed a certain threshold(e.g., 5x < 10~^). Also necessary is putting certain

limits on the total number of iteration to ensure that the fitting process does not

take too long. Another important issue is the computation of aki and (3k- In general,

one can calculate it numerically. But in this case the computational errors might be

considerable, particularly near the minimum point. In our case, since we use Drude-

Lorentz model function that it has explicit analytical expression, so the derivatives

are calculated analytically.

3.1.2 Confidence Limit

Basically, there are always uncertainties in estimated parameters a. Rather than

present all details of the probability distribution of errors in parameter estimation, it

is common practice to summarize the distribution in the form of "confidence limits"

.

One can define the confidence limit of a parameter a^ as the largest possible value

SEk , where the shift a^ -^ 0(0)^ + SEk does not cause an unrealistic large increase of

the chi-square after minimizing with respect to all remaining parameters.
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For the observed data set, the value of x^ is a minimum at a(o). Call this minimum

value Xmin- If ^^^ parameter values is perturbed away from a(o), then x^ increases.

The region within which x^ increases by no more than a set amount Ax^ defines some

M-dimensional confidence region around a(o). Prom Hessian matrix aku by ignoring

the deviations of x^(fli, •••, clm) near the minimum point Xmini^ioh^ •••5 ^(o)m) ^^^^ ^^^

quadratic shape, one can get

X^-xLin^Y^(^ki(ak-a^o),)iai-a^o)i) (3.19)

k,l

IfM is the number of fitted parameters and p is the confidence limit desired (e.g.,

p=0.68 or p=0.95), then one can find Ax^ such that the probability of a chi-square

variable with M degrees of freedom being less than Ax^ is p. For a given M and p

values, Ax^ is determined from following equation [16]

M Ay^
0(y,-^)-l-P (3.20)

where Q{a, x) is called incomplete gamma function,

r(a) r(a) J^

If Ax^ is chosen as a maximum acceptable difference x^ — xLin 5 ^^len after doing

some algebra, one can derive

5Ek = V(Ax2)(a-i)A:/b (3.22)

where {oL~^)kk is the inverse Hessian matrix, that it is called Covariance matrix.
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3.2 Determination of the Dielectric Functions

Traditionally there are 2 ways to extract ei{u) and e2{uj) of studied sample from

measured reflectance spectra

• Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations [15]: They are accurate and they give us all

the details, but they need abroad frequency range that might be hard in some

experiments. Also, in a case of thin film system, the method does not work,

because of contribution of substrate on overall reflectivity spectra.

• Lecist-square Fitting: In this technique we are using simple dielectric function

model such as Drude-Lorentz oscillators. The reflectance data is fit to a model

dielectric function equation 2.23 using 2.18-2.22. In comparison, this technique

has some advantages over KK. First, it does not need wide frequency range and

second, all of its parameters are easily interpreted. But because of its limitation

it cannot fit all the details of reflection spectra.

3.2.1 KK-Constrained Variational Fitting Method

Kuzmenko [1] suggests the KK-constrained variational fltting method which is a com-

bination of the two above mentioned approaches. This fitting process is done in two

steps. Initially, the experimental spectrum is fitted with a very limited model Smodi^)-

The conventional model for Smod{<^) is Drude-Lorentz oscillators formula 2.23, in

which each term is a lorentzian oscillator with four adjustable parameters: £oo , <^o,j ,

ojpj and 7j. The unbound oscillators (conductivity electrons) are described by Drude

terms, where ljqj = 0.
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If £mod{^) describes the major features of experiment spectra then we can go to

the next step which is adding the variational function £var{^) to perform the final

data fitting. „ .. .
....

e{u;) ^ emodi^) + £var{^) " (3.23)

The second step actually is a limiting case of the multi-oscillator fitting. In this

technique we consider a dense enough mesh of anchor frequency points cui

.

. .ujn,

which are not the same as the set of experimental frequencies ul^^

.

. . cjj^f and

we distribute them in a way that every anchor point corresponds to at least one

experimental points. One separate narrow function for £2, the absorptive part of

the optical response, is placed at each anchor frequency (e.g. cJo,i = ^i) to deliver

spectral weight everywhere in the spectral range. Moreover, the z—th function should

be narrow enough to provide spectral weight only in the closest neighborhood of a;^,

thus we set its width to

So in this way we get a dense set of narrow functions, sitting at fixed anchor frequen-

cies. It is essential to optimize the oscillators lineshape. As can seen in figure 3.2, in

Lorentzian line shape for £2 at low and high frequencies, there are two extended tails,

which interfere with other oscillators. To avoid interference of functions, it is better

to have a lineshape function which is non-zero only inside a small region adjacent to

uji . A triangular profile can be one of the best ones.

A
^2,ii^)

{lU - UJi-i)/{uJi - UJi-i) if LJi-i <UJ <UJi

{ijji^i - uj)/{ijJi+i - uJi) \iuji<uj < cJi+i (3.25)

otherwise
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CO ,0). CO. ^
1-1 I 1+1

Figure 3.2: Dielectric functions with (a) Lorentz lineshape (b) Triangular lineshape

By KK transformation, the real part can be achieved.

TT

g{u,uJi-i) (u}ij,i-uji-i)g{uj,uji) g{u,Ui^i)

where

g(x, y) = (x + y) In \x + y\ + {x- y) In \x - y\

(3.26)

(3.27)

So the variational dielectric function can be found as a linear superposition of

functions sitting at fixed anchor frequencies uJi .

N-l

£var = ^ Asti'^) (3.28)

»=2
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to at least one experimental point.

A program to extract the dielectric function from reflectance data was written

implementing KK-constrained variational fitting for both single crystal and thin film

systems.

'
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4" ?,.'

Chapter 4

Experimental Method

In reflectance spectroscopy, a sample is exposed to electromagnetic radiation and the

intensity of reflected radiation, is measured as a function of its frequency. The optical

reflectance is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the beam reflected from sample

to that of the beam incident on the sample .

The system consists of three major components:

• Light Source (Interferometer)

• Sample Cryostat

• Detector

Through the use of different light sources, beamsplitters, detectors, and windows,

different frequency ranges are achieved.

4.1 Spectrometer

A Briiker IFS 66v/S spectrometer modified for reflectance measurement was em-

ployed. The Briiker works as a Michelson interferometer. Figure 4.1 shows a layout

for a Michelson Interferometer.
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^ Moving
' Mirror

infrared Souice

D
Detector

Figure 4.1: The Michelson interferometer

One measures the intensity as a function of position of the moving mirror. This

is called an interferogram. A Fourier transform of the interferogram gives the power

spectra.

As mentioned before, different frequency ranges are achievable by using various

optical components. These are hsted in table 4.1.

There is an optical table inside of the Briiker which redirect the light from the

spectrometer to the sample chamber. The general layout of the optical table is shown

in figure 4.2. Through rotation of a plane mirror by using a step motor, user can

change the light path from sample to reference. Also an aperture is placed on the

light path in order to control the relative intensity reaching the detector. During the

experiment the whole chamber of Briiker is under vacuum.
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Table 4.1: Different Optical Components for different working frequency ranges

Component Type Working Range (cm ^)

Beamsplitter 50 /xm Mylar 10-55

6 /im Mylar with Ge 60-650

GeonKBr 370-7500

Light Source Hg Lamp (FIR) 4-700

Globar (Mid-IR) 30-7500

NIR/VIS Tungsten Lamp 4000-30000

Detector (4.2 K)Bolometer 50-700

MCT 450-5000

Windows Polypropylene 30-700

KBr 370-20000
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|H Ri^«refic« Path

0«ltctor San^lt

Figure 4.2: General layout of the optical table (taken from [24])

The IR light coming from a source is incident on the measured sample Isampie{<^)-

lReference{(^) is measured for the independent reference path and corrects for any

signal drifts, that can occur during the experiment.

For deriving absolute reflectance, we should coat the sample with some material

like gold. This coating procedure corrects possible scattering effects and any un-

wanted scattering due to surface roughness or sample shape. The amount of gold

used is small enough to maintain the same surface topology of the sample. Gold is

used here because of its high reflectivity in the FIR and the negligible temperature

dependence of its R{u). Once the power spectra of the coated sample and reference

are determined, one can find the absolute reflectance from following formula

•^ Referencejj -^sample
X R

Reference * gold—coatedsample
gold
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4.2 Sample Chamber m^^^

The sample chamber is a rigid support for the sample. It is separated from the optical

system with an appropriate window which should be chosen depend on the spectrum

being measured. Samples were mounted on the tip of a brass cone which is fixed on

the side of a copper block attached in the sample chamber. Although not used during

this thesis work, this allows for the temperature of the sample to be varied.

Gases exist in the air can absorb light and reduce light intensity reaching the

sample, and subsequently the detector. Hence we pumped out the the sample chamber

with turbo pump to maintain the pressure of nearly 4 x 10~^ Torr. Another reason

for providing such a low pressure within the sample chamber is to ensure that a high

quality gold layer can be deposited on the sample. For making gold film, the gold

loops wrapped around a tungsten filament that is adjusted on a flap that can be

rotational in front of the sample. At the appropriate time, a flap swings in front of

sample, and a current causes the filament to heat-up beyond the melting point of

gold. So by thermal evaporation, gold is deposited on the sample's surface.

4.3 Detectors

Two different detectors were used for the reflectance measurement. At low frequencies,

a bolometer was employed due to its high sensitivity in the frequency range of 50

cm~^ to 700 cm~^. Bolometers are essentially resistance thermometers arranged for

response to radiation, which measures the amount of radiation falling upon it by

measuring changes in resistance produced by heating due to the radiation.
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For frequency range between 450 cm~^ to 5000 cm~\ we used MCT (HgCdTe)

detector which is a photoconductive detector. In a photoconductive detector an

electric potential is applied across the absorbing region and causes a current to flow

in proportion to the light power falling upon it.

Both of detectors are just working at low temperatures. To achieve the required

working temperature for the bolometer, we were using liquid helium and for the MCT,

we adjusted it by liquid nitrogen.

In our experiment, the far-infrared and mid-infrared reflectivity were measured

at room temperature with a Fourier transform spectrometer Bruker at near normal

incidence with the spectral resolution 5 cm~^ Two detectors(Bolometer and MCT),

IR sources (Hg lamp and Globar) and beam splitters (Mylar 6/z and KBr) were used

in the different spectral ranges. The radiation was un-polarized; since the samples

are almost cubic, polarization effects are small.
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Chapter 5

Optical Properties of Mg-doped

SrRuOc. Thin Films

5.1 Samples

Several thin films that were previously prepared [17], used for this optical measure-

ment. As seen in table 5.1, they were chosen to have wide range of thickness, stoi-

chiometry and electrical properties. Preparation and characterization details can be

found in the Appendices.

5.2 Reflectance

Reflectivity spectra for several thin film samples of pure SRO or Mg-doped SRO grown

on SrTiOs substrates (STO) were measured at room temperature at near normal

incidence with the spectral resolution 5 cm~^ as discussed in chapter 4. Figure 5.1

illustrates the reflectivity spectra of Mg-SRO and pure SRO thin film samples.

Figure 5.1(a) compares the reflectance of Mg-doped SRO (DM31) with pure SRO.

Both samples have approximately the same thickness, but their transport properties
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Table 5.1: Thin films Samples Characterization

Stoichiometry
^

a{fl~^cm~^)

Sample ± 0.02 Sr, Ru, Mg Thickness A at 300 K M(emu/g)

± 0.1 O ± 20 A ± 2% ± 2%

SRO
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Figure 5.1: Reflectance spectra of the Mg-SRO and pure SRO thin films at room

temperature.
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decreasing film thickness the response of the STO substrate become more distinguish-

able in reflectance spectra, and one can see that the STO features are more prominent

in the thinner film DM30. mk r ^ /

In addition to the film thickness, the conductivity of the films also affects the con-

tribution of substrate in refiectance spectra. It is due to the fact that the skin depth,

which is the distance to which incident electromagnetic radiation penetrates, is larger

for poor conductors. This effect is clearly seen in figure 5.1(c) where the reflectance of

samples DM34 and DM30 are displayed. Both samples have approximately the same

thickness but different aoc- DM34 spectra has high metallic reflectance , in contrast

DM30 reflectivity curve has more prominent phonon peaks like an ionic insulator.

One can easily observe that the STO peaks are weaker in film DM34.

5.3 Optical Conductivity

During the progress of thesis, it was discovered that a program implementing VDF

fitting, called REFITT.EXE, was available on the web [19]. Instead of abandoning

the program, which was almost complete (ORFITZ.EXE), it was decided to compare

the results of these programs.

Hence the real optical conductivity of the SRO and Mg-SRO thin films was de-

termined from equations 3.1-3.4 three ways.

1. Assuming that the film dielectric function £f would be modeled using a simple

Drude-Lorentz model. This is the approach of A.F. Santander-Syro [21].

2. Using VDF fitting via REFITT.EXE written by Kuzmenko.
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3. Using VDF fitting via ORFITZ.EXE written by the author of this thesis.

5.3.1 Drude-Lorentz Simple Model For Sf

As shown in figure 5.2, in general, the DL refiectivity curve seems agree well with the

measured reflectivity spectra but there are still some features that DL fitting could

not reproduce them. It is interesting to see that using VDF led to better fit result.

Figure 5.3 shows the optical conductivity spectra ai{uj) were obtained using DL

fitting of reflectivity spectra. On the y axis, the DC values, measured directly using

the Van der Pauw technique, were marked as colored squares. It is certainly interest-

ing to see that the low frequency optical conductivity results are consistent with DC

measurements. The Drude-Lorentz parameters determined by least-square fltting are

listed in table 5.2. This table will be discussed in greater detail later.

Note the systematic shift of a midinfrared peak to higher frequencies with de-

creasing the DC conductivity of samples. This behavior is interesting, but will not

be discussed in the thesis.

5.3.2 VDF Fitting For Sf

The fitting process was done in two steps. Initially the reflectivity was fitted by

conventional Drude-Lorentz dielectric function for Sf (DL Fitting), and then KK-

constrained variational fitting (VDF) was performed. As seen in figure 5.2, the VDF

technique is flexible enough to fit all features of the refiectance spectra. In figures 5.4

and 5.5 the optical conductivity spectra of thin film samples, found by KK-constrained

variational fitting method, are displayed. These plots reveals the Ru-0 bending mode
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A)!A!P9|j9^

Figure 5.2: A comparison of a VDF fit with simple Drude-Lorentz fit to the reflectance

of sample DM30.
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Table 5.2: Drude-Lorentz parameters for Sf determined by reflectivity spectra fitting

of SrMgyRui_y03-<5 i .:

"

Sample
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Figure 5.4: Optical conductivity of Mg-SRO samples determined using REFFIT.EXE
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exit in pure SRO (near 300 cm~^). Note that DL fitting did not show this. Note also

that the VDF fitting reveals splitting of bending modes.

In both conductivity graphs obtained from programs (ORFITZ and REFFIT),

aDC of samples decreases, the MIR feature moves to higher frequencies. Furthermore,

the low frequency optical conductivity from REFFIT program matches up to ORFITZ

results and aDC-

Both programs provide the same number of phonon bands and their frequencies

are not significantly different. Although, by comparing SrMgo.22 1^110.7802.9 reflectance

in both graph 5.4 and 5.5, one can find out an extra peak at 440 cm~^ in ORFITZ

results.

5.4 Weaknesses of VDF

5.4.1 Uniqueness of Solution

Comparison of the two different programs shows that VDF fitting has a uniqueness

problem. Note in figure 5.6(a) that the fits to the experimental reflectance data were

equally good. However their conductivity results are slightly different figure 5.6(b).

That is because reflectance depends on combination of the real and imaginary part of

refractive index, equation 2.22; if at some frequency frequency tireffit is smaller that

noRFiTZi as in figure 5.7(a), at that same frequency k,reffit is bigger than kqrfitz,

figure 5.7(b), in a way that both of them produce the same value of refiectance.

Despite the uniqueness problem, the presence of vibrational modes at 580 cm~\

670 cm~^ and several near 300cm~^ cannot be disputed. The movement of the MIR
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of obtained (a) fitted reflectivity (b) conductivity from two

different codes.
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Figure 5.7: A comparison of obtained (a) refrgictive index (b)extinction index from

two different codes.
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Wavenumber (cm )

1000

Figure 5.8: A Comparison of Optical conductivity of DM31 for three different as-

siuned thickness. The ajctual film thickness is 900 ± 20A.

band to higher frequencies as aoc decreases is also clear.

5.4.2 Inability to Remove Substrate Contribution

By looking at figure 5.8, it was seen that the structures in the far-infrared range are

caused not only by peaks in the film conductivity but also by the phonon lines of the

substrate.

VDF could not eliminate substrate's contribution firom film conductivity results.

As seen in the figure 5.8, by assuming different film thickness, a substrate mode's

features change more significantly in comparison to film's peaks.
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A literature dielectric function [24] was assumed for SrTiOs substrate, which may

be subject to error. The measured films were deposited on polished substrate but

the dielectric function of polished and unpolished crystals may be slightly different

this may be the reason that the substrate contribution could not be totally removed.

Measuring the R{uj) of annealed STO substrate and then using annealed substrate

surface for film deposition might be helpful to totally remove phonon lines of the

substrate in film conductivity spectra.

5.5 Vibrational Properites

The cubic (ABO3) perovskite structure has three infrared active modes of symmetry

Flu and one optically inactive mode of symmetry F2U [22]. The inactive F2n mode

can become optically active due to distortions of the crystal lattice from the ideal

cubic structure [23]. The remaining three Fi^ modes are IR active, corresponding to

the vibrational motion in which the B-0 bond distance is modulated (the stretching

mode), the B-0 bond angle is modulated (the bending mode) or the translational

motion of the A atoms with respect to B03 (the external mode), as illustrated in

figure 5.9. Two factors infiuence phonon frequency, the interatomic potential and the

mass of the atoms involved in the vibration.

In order to assign the modes in vibrational spectra a full potential LMTO linear

response was performed by Dr. S. Bose [20]. It predicts three infrared active modes

for SRO in cubic perovskite structure, listed in table 5.3. The cubic perovskite has less

atoms per unit cell (five atoms) in compare to orthorhombic perovskite which has 20

atoms per unit cell. So in cubic perovskite, 15 phonon modes (5triple degeneracy) are
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Figure 5.9: The optical phonon modes of the cubic perovskite structure ABO3: (a)

stretching; (b) bending; (c) inactive; (d) external. Two internal modes

(stretching and bending) and one external mode are IR active [22].
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Table 5.3: IR active modes for cubic SRO calculated using full potential LMTO linear

response [20]

Frequency (cm~^) Type of phonon mode

72 External Mode

225 Ru-0 Bending Mode

604 Ru-0 Stretching Mode

expected, but in orthorhombic perovskite 60 modes. Hence for the sake of simplicity,

the cubic perovskite structure was considered. It was expected that the orthorhombic

distortion would produce small splitting within the three main bands [22, 23].

Apart from two STO modes, three main groups of film modes can be seen in all

the spectra of figures 5.4 and 5.5. A comparison of the frequency of the stretching

mode of the perovskite listed in table 5.3 with the SRO spectrum of figure 5.4 or 5.5

suggests the mode at near 580 cm~^ is probably the Ru-0 stretching mode. Note

that all of the spectra show a peak due to the Ru-0 stretch phonon mode. In figure

5.10 the lowest panel, uq of Ru-0 stretch mode is plotted versus Mg content. The

data of figures 5.10 and 5.11 comes from table 5.2. The Ru-0 stretch mode frequency

decreases as the amount of doped Mg increases. Note that this trend is quite similar

to the VDF results shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5.

It is well known that luq will depend on the crystal structure, especially on the bond

strength. When bond strength decreases, the restoring force of the vibration mode

decreases, resulting in a decrease of luq. So data suggest that doping Mg reduce the
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strength of Ru-0 bond. The increase of width of Ru-0 mode will increase Mg-doping

is also reasonable.

The peaks near 300 cm~^ are assigned to Ru-0 bending modes. In figure 5.4, note

that just SRO and Mg-doped SRO with x=0.05 show a peak due to Ru-0 bending

mode near 280 cm~^ In all films there is a feature at 325 cm~^, but it appears

stronger in the Mg-doped films. We are not sure about the type of this band, there is

a chance that it may be due to Mg-0 bending mode. But apparently by increasing Mg

content (correlated with decreasing out-of-plane lattice parameter) this phonon peak

becomes more symmetric. This may be related to changes in the RuOe octahedron

or to growth of Mg-0 bending modes at different frequency from the Ru-0 bending

modes. This mode should be explored further.

There is another feature near 670 cm~^ in Mg-doped samples attributed to Mg-0

stretch mode, because it is at higher frequency than the Ru-0 stretch. By looking

at figure 5.11, one can see that with increasing Mg doping, uq of the Mg-0 stretch

mode remains at the same value, but the width of the peak as well as its strength are

decreased when x > 0.05.

This investigation was aimed at checking the technique and also getting answer

to this question that whether Mg^"^would go to Ru or Sr site. Analysis of our data

suggest that Mg^"*" goes to Ru site. Because both the bend and stretch modes of SRO

are affected. Unfortunately the lower frequency external mode (Sr versus RuOe) is

not observed in the frequency range studied. If Mg is going in to the Ru site only, it

is expected that this mode will not split.

Note that the Ru-0 and Mg-0 stretch modes DL parameters for sample DM31

are different than for all the others especially the width of Ru-0 stretch mode is so
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much greater ( see figures 5.11, 5.10). This is probably due to the fact that DM31 is

more Oxygen deficient than the other samples. ( see table 5.1).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Checking the technique of finding optical conductivity a{uj) by fitting reflectance

spectra using VDF method was the first goal of this project. A program was written

successfully to implement VDF fitting for both single crystals and thin films.

The VDF technique is based on Drude-Lorentz model. From Drude-Lorentz model

fitting, we have got the same value for the low frequency optical conductivity results

as DC measurements. Because the VDF is more fiexible than DL method to fit all

features of the reflectance spectra, it reveals splitting of some modes, which are not

shown in Drude-Lorentz fitting.

However, it seems that VDF could not eliminate substrate's contribution from film

conductivity results. Maybe our assumption for €s is subject to error. The measured

films were deposited on polished substrate but the dielectric function of polished and

unpolished crystals may be slightly different this may be the reason that the substrate

contribution could not be totally removed.

Furthermore, the comparison of the two different programs implementing VDF

fitting shows that this technique has a uniqueness problem. But still the presence

of vibrational modes near 300cm"\ 580 cm~^ and 670 cm~^ cannot be disputed. In

addition, Mg-doping decreases the number of free electrons and causes a midinfrared
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bond to move to higher frequency.

The second goal of the thesis was to study Mg-doped SrRuOa thin films. Previous

uncertainty in chemical analysis left open the possibility that Mg is substituting into

both Sr and Ru sites. All the conductivity spectra show a peak due to the Ru-0

stretch phonon mode (~ 580 cm~^). This mode's frequency decreases as the amount

of doped Mg increases, which is implied that doping Mg reduces the strength of Ru-

O stretch bond. Also VDF analysis shows another feature at higher frequency (~

670 cm~^) than the Ru-0 stretch, attributed to Mg-0 stretch mode. Furthermore,

VDF fitting reveals splitting of bending modes. Since both the bend and stretch

modes of SRO are splitting, VDF analysis lead us to conclude that Mg^+ goes to Ru

site. Unfortunately, our data did not extend to low enough frequency to explore any

splitting of the external mode, so we are still uncertain as to whether M^"*"^ goes into

Sr+^ site.
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Appendix A

Preparing Sri_xMgx+y'Rui-yO^_s

thin films

Sri_xMga;+yRui_y03_5 thlii films were made by laser ablation on SrTiOs (001) sub-

strates in O2 atmosphere. A polycrystalline SrRuo.85Mgo.15O3 target was made by

conventional solid-state reaction at 1100° C after mixing stoichiometric amount of

SrCOs, Ru02 and MgO. The details of raw material mass ratios are given in ta-

ble A.l.

Table A.l: Experimental raw material mass ratios for making SrRuo.85Mgo.15O3 [26]

Material Mass ratio

SrC03 1

RUO2 0.766

MgO 0.0409

SrTiOs (STO) is one of the most applicable substrates with a perovskite structure

and the lattice parameters oi a — b = c = 3.905 A [27]. Before deposition STO were

cleaned using ultrasound in acetone and then ethanol. The substrates were fixed at

around 3.5 cm of target. The films were grown by laser deposition using a XeCl laser
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Table A. 2: Thin film growth parameters

Sample Number Target Substrate Temperature°C PoaC?^^) Pulses

DM29
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Appendix B
'fjk

.
•

Sri_^Mgx+yRui_^03_5 Samples

Characterization

B.l RBS: Stoichiometry and Thickness

The stoichiometry of the films was explored using Rutherford backscattering (RBS).

In addition to composition, RBS can yield information about film thickness. In the

RBS measurement all spectra were collected at a total count rate less than 1000

counts s~^ using incident He^"^ ions at 2 MeV.

Figure (B.l) presents the RBS spectrum of all five Mg-SRO samples. The arrow

in each panel indicates the edge associated with Ru at the back of the film.

B.2 Electrical and magnetic properties

In figure (B.2) the remanent magnetization versus temperature is illustrated for the all

Mg-SRO thin film samples. The temperature dependence of the remanent magnetic

moment of the films was measured using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer by

first zero field cooling to 5K, then ramping the field to 5T and finally reducing the field
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I

1.2 1.4 1.6

Energy (MeV)

Figure B.l: RBS spectrum of all Mg-SRO samples. The arrow in each panel indicates

the edge associated with Ru at the back of the film.
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to approximately OitO.OOl T. This large field was chosen because the magnetization

of SRO does not saturate at low fields [28]. As seen all the samples show evidence

of ferromagnetism. But one may notice magnetization for DM31, the thinnest film,

does not reach zero above Tc (~160 K) despite the others. It is not known why the

magnetization is so large above Tc in DM31.

Figure (B.3) shows temperature dependent DC resistivity curves p(T) of the Mg-

SRO thin films which was measured using the Van der Pauw technique. As seen in

figure (B.3), except for DM34, the cusp in resistivity seen at the Curie temperature in

pure SRO films has completely disappeared in all the samples. It seems that magnetic

transition does not affect the transport properties of those samples. Sample DM34,

which has the smallest lattice parameter of all Mg-doped samples, is metallic over

the whole temperature range studied. Sample DM31, which has the largest lattice

parameter, exhibits a change from insulating to metallic behavior.

The electrical and magnetic properties of the films vary systematically with the

lattice parameters of the films. The comparison of figures (B.2) and (B.3) at 5K

indicates that the larger lattice parameter correlates with more resistivity and smaller

remanent moments. Similarly at room temperature there is a systematic decrease in

resistivity with lattice parameter.
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Appendix C

Rutherford Back Scattering

Method [29, 30]

Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) is based on collisions between atomic nuclei. It

involves measuring the number and energy of ions in a beam which backscatter after

colliding with atoms in the near-surface region of a sample at which the beam has

been targeted. With this information, it is possible to determine atomic mass and

elemental concentrations versus depth below the surface.

In this technique a high energy beam (2 to 4 MeV) of low mass ions (e.g. He"*""^)

is directed toward a sample. When a sample is bombarded, the vast majority of

particles are implanted into the material and do not escape. This is because the

diameter of an atomic nucleus is on the order of 10~^^m while the spacing between

nuclei is on the order of 10~^°m. A small fraction of the incident particles do undergo

a direct collision with a nucleus of one of the atoms in the upper few micrometers

of the sample. This collision does not actually involve direct contact between the

projectile ion and target atom. Energy exchange occurs because of Columbic forces

between nuclei in close proximity to each other. However, the interaction can be

modeled accurately as an elastic collision using classical physics.

The number of backscattering events that occur from a given element in a sample
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depend upon two factors: the concentration of the element and the effective size (cross

section) of its nucleus.

The energy of backscattered particles will depend on their incident energy and on

the mass of the sample atom which they hit, because the amount of energy transferred

to the sample atom in the collision depends on the ratio of masses between the ion

and the sample atom. Thus, measuring the energy of scattered particles indicates the

chemical composition of the sample.

When probing particles penetrate to some depth in a dense medium, projectile

energy dissipates due to interactions with electrons and to glancing collisions with

the nuclei of target atoms. This means that a particle which backscatters from an

element at some depth in a sample will have measurably less energy than a particle

which backscatters from the same element on the sample surface. The amount of

energy a projectile loses per distance traversed in a sample depends on the projectile,

its velocity, the elements in the sample, and the density of the sample material. This

means that RBS can be used as a means to perform a depth profile of the composition

of a sample.

Analysis of Rutherford backscattering (RBS) is often done by simulation, means

by adjusting the parameters associated with the simulated structure, one can optimize

the fit between the simulated and measured spectra.
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